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Mission

Dreilinden supports social acceptance of gender and sexual diversity by means of grants to existing organizations and project grants, as well as by social investments, and networking.
Dreilinden

Investments 40 Mio. Euro

- Screened investments: exclusion + best in class with emphasis on gender issues:
  - Preference of formal labour setting
  - Women’s ownership, high level influence
  - Fair gender job distribution in company
  - Family friendly job conditions
  - Training especially for women
Dreilinden

Impact Investments

- Microfinance fund
- Media development Fund
- Avishkaar private equity fund

Dreilinden engages with all fund managers on gender issues, suggests monitoring of gender issues for their funds
Dreilinden

grants

- Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice
  International Fund for Sexual Minorities

- Amadeu Antonio Stiftung gender sensitive right wing extremism prevention
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